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Introduction
As noted by Kingman (1982a,b), the coalescent structure is robust. The structure (topology) remains if selection is in some manner equivalent for all individuals, the effect of selection is rather to change the rate at which the coalescent is traversed. This results in a
significant alteration to the shape of the coalescent. In particular, with strong selection the
coalescent near the root is traversed much more rapidly than the coalescent near fixation,
hence the reduction in the coalescent time is much greater than the reduction in the total
number of individuals in the coalescent. We illustrate this with calculations for the coalescent time for the entire population, the coalescent time for two individuals, and the total
size (number of individuals) of the coalescent.
Coalescent of a selected allele
Our approach to studying the coalescent of a selectied allele is noting that the parent of
an individual must be of the same type as the individual. Hence one does not use the entire
population size, but the number of selected alleles in the previous generation, to calculate
the coalescent (Slatkin 1996). This is equivalent to the coaleascent of an allele in a growing
population. Because the most recent common ancestor will generally occur many generations
after the mutaion first appeared, there will be several copies of the selected allele at the time
of the most recent common ancestor, and deterministc exponential increase of the selected
allele can be assumed (Slatkin and Hudson, 1991). For comparison with the neutral case,
linear growth is assumed for a neutral mutation based on the growth of a branching process
conditioned on non-extinction.
Coalescent time for the population
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also be obtained by combining initial drift with deterministic latter increase as suggested
by Ewens (1979) or by calculating the coalescent time within the increasing population of
the selected mutation. With this selection coalescent time the ratio of coalescent time with
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is equal to .15 for N s = 10 and .026 for N s = 100. Hence strong selection entails a large
reduction in the coalescent time.
Coalescent time for two individuals
The coalescent time under selection for two individuals was calculated numericaly as
P(ln N )/s−1 Qi
1
1+ i=1
t=1 (1− N e−ts )). (ln N/s is the number of generations to increase exponentially
from 1 to N copies, and N e−ts is the number of selected alleles at time t.) For s ranging
from .0001 to .1 the results were approximately .2N for N s = 10 and .04N for N s = 100,
The neutral expected coalescent time for two individuals is N , hence the reduction in the
coalescent time is less than for the entire population, but of the same order of magnitude.
Because two individuals may coalesce long after the common ancestor of the population
where growth of the coalescent is accelerated most, such lesser reduction in the coalescent
time is expected.
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Table 1: Relative coalescent times and sizes
ln 2N s
s

2N

N s = 10
N s = 100

0.15
0.026

(selection coalescent size)/(neutral coalescent size)
N = 102 103 104 105 106
107
0.47
0.60 0.69 0.75 0.79
0.32 0.45 0.55 0.62
0.68

Cumulative coalescent size
The cumulative coalescent size was obtained by finding the size of the coalescent (number
of individuals in a generation) as a function of t, and summing that from the present back
to the most recent common ancestor (this was done as deterministic functions). [It merits
mention that the values obtained for the neutral case are all within 4% of the estimate
2N (ln(2N ) − .05) (Campbell 2003).] The results as presented in Table 1 show that selection
only reduces the cumulative size of the coalescent to between 32% and 79% of the neutral
cumulative coalescent size.
Discussion
This study confirms the well known result that it is very hard to detect selection. Although selection greatly accelerates the rate of fixation of a beneficial mutation, the effect
of the selective sweep on genetic variation is far less significant. Genetic variation in the
population (measured as number of alleles segregating) due to neutral mutation at other
loci is proportional to the number of individuals in the coalescent, because segregating mutations will have originated in those individuals. Hence the genetic variation after fixation
of a strongly selected mutation will be about the same as in the absence of a selective sweep
(between 32% and 79% of the value for a neutral coalescent for the parameters used above).
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